In this paper, we propose a computationally efficient transfer learning approach using the output vector of final fully-connected layer of deep convolutional neural networks for classification. Our proposed technique uses a single layer perceptron classifier designed with hyper-parameters to focus on improving computational efficiency without adversely affecting the performance of classification compared to the baseline technique. Our investigations show that our technique converges much faster than baseline yielding very competitive classification results. We execute thorough experiments to understand the impact of similarity between pre-trained and new classes, similarity among new classes, number of training samples in the performance of classification using transfer learning of the final fullyconnected layer's output features.
Introduction
The advancement of influential internal representations in human infancy is reused later in life to solve various problems as stated by the cognitive study of [2] . Humans are capable of performing visual tasks like classification, detection, recognition, etc of objects with absolute ease as a result of such development compared to machines. In resemblance to humans, deep neural networks built for computer vision problems also learn the data representations (features) which they use later to solve multiple tasks. More precisely, a network can be trained on a source task and then be reused on a target task. This phenomenon of transferability of learned data representations is termed as transfer learning [8, 4, 5] . Transfer learning is particularly convenient when a large dataset is available that can be used for training as source task and the data for the target task is scarce. This technique works well when the learned data representations or features are generic, which refers to having features suitable to both base and target datasets. The opportunity to learn generic features for deep networks is paved by the ImageNet [10] dataset. Deep neural networks manifest an interesting attribute after training on images, all of them incline to learn features in the first layer that resemble Gabor filters and colour blobs. This behaviour is common for different datasets and training objectives [20, 21, 24] . This first layer feature behaviour depicts the fact that regardless of the optimization function they are general. A number of works in various computer vision tasks have reported significant results by transferring inner layer features of deep networks [12, 40, 31] . As the deep network architecture moves toward fully-connected (FC) layers, the specificity increases while the generic nature of features decrease [39] , i.e., the intuition behind the last layer's features of a deep network is that they are highly specific to pre-trained classes and might not generalize well in transfer learning. Therefore, the final FC layer features have not been considered generic enough for transfer learning tasks.
However, some empirical evidence about the transferability of final FC layer's output features has been provided by [18] . They have shown that these features represent high nearest neighbour accuracy when tested with unknown classes. This indicates that the final FC layer output features might yield generic result in transfer learning. Motivated by their findings, we have used final fully-connected layer's output features for transfer learning based classification tasks in this paper. Our proposed transfer learning approach extracts the final FC layer's output features (1000 feature vector) and classify them using our proposed single layer perceptron classifier network. Performance of proposed approach is compared with an existing transfer learning approach which replaces the final FC layer with number of new classes and fine-tune penultimate layer consisting 4096 or higher feature vector along with the replaced one. Section 3 discusses both techniques. Furthermore, to investigate the performance of the proposed classifier and to observe the behaviour of the final FC layer's output features in classifying new classes using transfer learning, we system-atically investigate the following research questions (RQ).
RQ1: Does similarity of new classes with the pre-trained classes influence performance of classification using transfer learning?
RQ2: Does similarity among new classes influence the performance of classification using transfer learning?
RQ3: How much the performance of classification using transfer learning is influenced by the number of training and validation images used for new classes?
RQ4: How much the performance of classification using transfer learning is influenced when a mixed types of new classes are trained?
RQ5: Can proposed single layer perceptron classifier be used to improve computational efficiency without adversely affecting the performance of classification using output vectors from the final fully-connected layer of deep networks? Section 4 describes the experimentation carried out and their outcomes are explored in Section 5. Empirical studies show that the proposed approach has has achieved test accuracy which is highly competitive to the baseline while it takes significantly less time to converge in training. Finally, Section 6 concludes our findings.
Related work
A significant number of papers have experimented and studied transfer learning in CNNs, which includes various factors affecting fine-tuning, pre-training and freezing layers. Apparently, it has become a trend for computer vision community to treat convolutional neural networks [20, 23, 35, 34, 16] trained on ImageNet as extractors of features that can be reused in handling almost all categories of visualization tasks. ImageNet pre-trained CNN features yielded impressive results in image classification [12, 32] , action recognition [33] , object detection [13, 31] , image captioning [11, 19] , human pose estimation [7] , image segmentation [9] , optical flow [38] , and others [22] . A study of suitable architectural choices for transfer learning has been reported by [3] . Discussion on whether to stop pretraining early to avoid overfitting and which layers would be best transferable for transfer learning is studied by [1, 39] . Transfer learning approach to fine-tune for new tasks without forgetting the old ones is proposed by [25] . To limit the need for annotated data for supervised pre-training required for transfer learning, [36] has proposed a method of more universal representations. A method of inferring the curriculum by transfer learning from another network pretrained on a different task is proposed by [37] . The nature of transfer learning in mid-level features for transferring learned features in different visualization tasks is studied by [28] . CNN features were used as off-the-shelf features without fine-tuning by [32] . CNN features pre-trained in road scenes were reused for more specific road scene classifications by [17] and they have considered the dataset size and training time along with transfer learning performance. We have considered similar performance metrics for proposed transfer learning approach.
In this paper, we propose a single layer perceptron (SLP) classifier using final FC layer's output features for classifying target dataset. To increase accuracy of object detection in the field of pathology, Romain et al. [26] have used different classifiers for transfer learning which includes single layer perceptron (SLP). They have implemented SLP from Scikit-learn by [29] . Our Proposed classifier uses a different set of training hyper-parameters and activation function compared to [29] . Moreover, our proposed classifier is highly computationally efficient and yields competitive results to the baseline.
Proposed architecture and baseline
The pre-processing procedure of images and feature extraction are briefly explained in Section 3.1. The Final FC layer's output features are extracted from ImageNet-1000 pre-trained CNNs [34, 16] for our proposed approach. Baseline technique and proposed transfer learning approach using SLP classifier are discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.
Pre-processing and feature extraction
Unlike a regular Neural Network, the layers of a deep network have neurons arranged in three dimensions: width (W), height (H), depth (D) and so the volume of input image I can be denoted as H I × W I × D I where D I represents the number of color channels. For augmenting the training dataset, input images from training sets are first randomly cropped, horizontally flipped (randomly) and then finally normalized. The pre-trained base networks are designed to take square images as inputs (i.e., H I = W I ). Therefore, to match the input dimension of the network, square patches S of (maximum) height and width min(H I , W I ) are randomly cropped from the image. The cropped patches are then resized to H S × W S × D s preserving the aspect ratio of the image. For validation and testing, center instead of random crop of the image is taken followed by resizing. The final normalized cropped patch is passed through the pre-trained base network P. Then the output of the last FC layer F, that is a feature map of dimension 1 × 1 × 1000 (i.e., H F × W F × D F ) is extracted. High-dimensional tensors extracted for transfer learning usually require global average pooling, principal component analysis or max pooling for dimensionality reduction. However, considering the last layer feature map dimension of tensors needs not to be reduced.
Baseline transfer learning
For the baseline technique, the final FC layer is replaced with as many neurons as the number of classes in the target [28, 32] . The baseline is represented in Figure  2 . Initially, the base network is frozen. Then only the newly appended and the second last layers are fine-tuned for 25 epochs with a learning rate of 10 −3 . The data augmentation process described in Section 3.1 is utilised for processing the input training images. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [6] optimization is used with a momentum of 0.9 and no decaying of weight was included in the fine-tuning process. During training, the loss function was handled with the categorical cross-entropy and scheduler step size being set to 7 with a gamma value which equals to 10 −1 . Every epoch has one training and validation phase, therefore at the end of each epoch, the model is evaluated on the validation set and eventually the best weights are being saved. After training, the system automatically saves the optimised model weights which have produced the best performance on the validation set. Baseline technique takes more time to converge during training.
Proposed single layer perceptron network
This section explains the motivation for designing our proposed single layer perceptron classifier and it's working principle. Figure 1 portrays transfer learning procedure step-by-step using proposed classifier. The extracted output features of final FC layer are passed to proposed single layer perceptron classifier as input. Finally, proposed classifier is trained separately.
Motivation
When the deep network architecture moves towards fullyconnected layers the features are found to be less generic. Therefore, each of the output neuron of final FC layer is considered to be specific to each class. The motivation behind designing the single layer perceptron classifier is that the extracted final FC layer's output feature vector contains already globally optimized class specific information from pre-trained images, thus subsequently appending fully connected hidden layers in classifier might result in a drop due to representation specificity as reported by [39] .
Architecture
The proposed classifier is designed based on the principle of traditional fully-connected artificial neural network where all the neurons in the previous layer shake hands with neurons in the next layer. Figure 3 shows the architecture of proposed classifier. The first layer is composed with K neurons where K denotes the 1000 dimensional extracted features of the final FC layer of the pre-trained network. Each of the 1000 neurons is connected to all neurons in the next layer. Number of output neurons is decided according to the [27] and finally the output decisions are fed into softmax classifier to get probability.
Initialization and training
To derive a good weight and bias initialization, the proposed model was evaluated with the main types of initialization that are popular in deep learning community these days. For example, Xavier initialization [14] in the form of uniform and normal distribution, random initialization, Kaiming uniform [15] initialization with bias 0.01. Our empirical study indicates that for this architecture, the initialization of learnable weights and biases following uniform distribution yields best results. The values of weight and bias are initialized from U(− √ k, √ k), where k = 1/No. of inputs. To train the single layer perceptron classifier, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization was used with a learning rate of 10 −3 and no momentum. The learning rate was decayed by a factor of 10 −1 after every 7 epochs. For the purpose of calculating loss function, categorical cross entropy loss was used. Every training phase was followed by a validation phase in each epoch and the model has saved the best weights of the validation set as best validation accuracy.
Experimentation
In this section, the classification performances between the proposed approach (Section 3.3) using extracted features and the baseline explained in Section 3.2 is compared. In addition, behaviour of final FC layer's output features is empirically established in transfer learning based classification of new classes .For feature extraction, ResNet18 and VGG19 pre-trained in ImageNet-100 [30] networks are used. Following our questions of interest stated in Section 1, four types of species (Bird, Fruit, Flower and Pepper) consisting five different classes each with approximately different degrees of similarity (80%, 70%, 60%, and 50%) to the pre-trained classes have been selected by creating confusion matrix of Figure 4 . These matrices state the percentage of similarity of new class with respect to pre-trained class of a species produced by pre-trained network without transfer learning. For experimentation, 500 images for each classes of the species were collected according to the ImageNet synsets by web crawling. Figure 5 shows examples of classes of each species from our target dataset. We have ensured that the target and base datasets had no overlapping classes. In order to observe impacts of transfer learning in classification among different classes of same species in-depth, three types of classification (i.e., 3-class, 4-class and 5-class) are investigated. We will denote this type classification as A-type classification in this article. The results of A-type classifications are represented in Figures 6 . To understand the influence of transfer learning in classification among different classes of different species, experiments are designed consisting k/4 classes from each species, where k ∈ {12}. We will denote this type classification as B-type classification in this article. For each category of classification, we have organized experiments with three combinations of target sets consisting fJ images for training, fJ/2 images for validation, and (1 − 3f/2)J images for testing from each class, where J = 500 and f ∈ {10%, 20%, 40%}. For example, the first target set is composed of 50 training images, 25 validation images and the rest of the images are left for testing from each classes. The retrieval of pre-trained weights and other experiments are done in PyTorch. Hyper-parameters of all experiments were tuned by 30-fold cross-validation on the dataset. Section 4.1 portrays a detailed discussion of our evaluation metrics.
Performance metrics
To evaluate the experimental results of two transfer learning strategies (Sections 3.2 and 3.3), two different performance metrics are considered: first one is the test accuracy (TA) obtained on the test sets, this ensures about the final classification performance of the network after it has learned from training. The second one is the amount of time needed to train (TT) the process without using GPU.
Results and discussion
This section discusses detail in the light of our 5 research questions about the findings from experiments and impacts of transfer learning in classification tasks are established by observing the outcomes portrayed in tables and graphs.
Percentage of gain of test accuracy for A-type classification and A-type classification are obtained from difference between test accuracy of proposed technique and baseline, where negative (-) sign indicates less test accuracy of proposed technique compared to baseline).
RQ1: It is noticed that, classification outcomes using final fully-connected layer's output features follow the trend of behaviour of classification in computer vision. More precisely, observing the results stated in Tables 1, 2 and 3 it can be stated that for all cases of A-type classification with the gradual diminution of similarity classification test accuracy for both proposed and baseline technique decreases. This observation establishes a relation between similarity of new and pre-trained classes which highly influence classification outcomes.
RQ2: Moreover, test accuracy decreases with increment of number of classes. For example, if one observes towards right starting from column 4 in Table 1 test accuracy of both baseline and proposed technique decreases to 89.0% from 91.0% and 89.0% from 89.8% respectively. This phenomenon indicates the marginal improvement gradually decreases with the increase of classes of same species. Therefore, similarity among new classes of same type does not seem to have much impact in increasing the performance of classification based on transfer learning.
RQ3: As the number of training samples per classes increase the performance of test accuracy goes higher. For example, it is noticed in Table 1 that for Birds (A-type classification with 3 classes) test accuracy of proposed classifier is 89.8% along with the increase in number of training samples for each class test accuracy in Table 3 it becomes 90.9%. Similar 1% (approx) increase is frequently observed in all species with different similarity which indicates more training samples help to learn more and yields better performance.
Apparently, comparison among similarity and test accuracy clearly shows approximately 10% of increase in classification after transfer learning using both approaches. Figure 6c shows that using VGG19 features with less training samples per class leads proposed classifier to outperform baseline when similarity is 70% (approx). Figure 6d shows it surpasses the baseline test accuracy with greater number of training samples and number of classes across all range of similarities. In rest of the cases, our classifier gives approximately similar results as baseline technique.
RQ4:
To understand behaviour of mixed species in classification, 3 class A-type classification is compared with 3 classes per species for B-type classification. From Table 4 it is apparent that proposed classifier achieves more average gain for mixed class experiments. Which establishes that proposed approach does better classification than baseline when similarity among classes decreases with the increase of number of classes.
RQ5:
For providing evidence about computational efficiency, training time of both proposed and baseline techniques are enlisted in Table 5 . All training time are presented in seconds. For training time, negative (-) gains indicate less training time needed to converge. It is noticed that for all cases of classification, our approach is trained in approximately 98.0% less time than baseline because of consisting less neurons in the architecture. Proposed network does not overfit because of early stopping at the time of convergence. This paved the way for proposed classifier to generalize more on test samples.
Conclusion
A new transfer learning approach using the final fullyconnected layer's output features (1000 dimension) is proposed in this work. For classification of new classes using extracted features, proposed single layer perceptron classifier is used. We empirically examine and compare transfer learning performance of baseline and proposed technique. Considering the training time, baseline approach lags far behind proposed approach when trained in CPU. Proposed classifier converges during training in very less amount of time compared to baseline which is a crucial attribute in the field of deep learning. In addition, proposed classifier outperforms the baseline technique in majority of cases and yields very similar results in other cases. Furthermore, followed by our RQs, the behaviour of final fully-connected layer's output features in transfer learning is established by empirical investigations. It is pertinent to mention, that experiments with new classes having higher similarity to base dataset while least similarity among themselves yielded better results. This might be justified by the fact that final fullyconnected layer features are more specific to the base task. Overall classification accuracy increases with the increase of training samples. We hope, our thorough investigation will help researchers to formulate best practices for efficient use of proposed strategy. In future, we would want to explore transferability of final fully-connected layer's output features in other visual tasks, for example, object detection, image captioning, image recognition, etc as our RQs for more classes. Moreover, we will investigate proposed transfer learning approach with multi-layer perceptron.
